INSURANCE

HIGH VALUE MOTOR

Motor insurance is a legal necessity no matter what car you drive. Whether you drive a
high-performance sports car, a valuable classic car or a much more modest vehicle, most
drivers desire more than basic third-party only cover or a standard comprehensive policy,
requiring more specialist insurance. If you have several cars with different insurance policies
with various insurers, they may have been competitive at the time you took them out but
this may no longer be the case.
We tailor your motor insurance to fit your vehicle and lifestyle requirements, so you have
the peace of mind that should you ever need to make a claim, there will be no nasty surprises.
SPF Private Clients has a team of specialist insurance brokers who have years of experience
in arranging motor insurance. We offer a range of services, including arranging a family
fleet policy where different family members can drive various vehicles. We can arrange
cover for high-performance vehicles and sports cars, as well as classic cars, and can also
find insurance for young drivers at competitive rates.
We work with a panel of leading insurance providers, as well as enjoying long-established
relationships with insurers, allowing us to access preferential rates and terms. To ensure
the best possible level of service, all clients have their own dedicated account manager,
who is focused on providing bespoke advice and ensuring their needs come first.
SPF is easily able to make adjustments to motor cover, enabling you to continue enjoying
your most prized assets. We can ensure you have a choice of garage or repairer, and can
look at specialist options to factor in mileage and usage. We are able to arrange motor
insurance on an agreed-value basis rather than market value, which is useful if your car is
worth more than most vehicles of its type and age, such as a lovingly maintained classic car.
As well as UK driving cover, we also arrange insurance for those driving in the EU, as well as
breakdown cover to ensure you won’t be stranded at the roadside when you least expect it.
If you are buying a new car, have two or more vehicles and wish to streamline your
family’s insurance, have young drivers who need cover, or own classic cars for pleasure or
investment, then we can help.

For more information on motor insurance, please contact:
SPF Insurance Services
T: +44 (0)333 222 6689
E: insurance@spf.co.uk
W: spf.co.uk
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